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1. Privacy statement

This application respects and protects the personal privacy of all users using the service. This

app will use and disclose your personal information in accordance with the provisions of this privacy

policy. Unless otherwise specified in this privacy policy, this app will not disclose this information

to the public or provide it to third parties without your prior permission.

With the expansion of the service scope of this application, the contents of the privacy terms

will be revised at any time, and you will be reminded of the updated contents in an appropriate

way before the updated terms take effect. Once the updated privacy statement is published, it

will effectively replace the original privacy statement. When you agree to this application agreement,

you shall be deemed to have agreed to all the contents of this privacy policy.

2. Collection of personal information

On the premise that you independently and voluntarily use the services provided by this application

software, we will collect the data and information necessary for the service, including:

▪ In order to troubleshoot product failures and ensure account security, we may collect your device

model, operating system, unique device identification code, IP address, network access method,

type and status, and software usage records, which will be used to establish user Portraits but

not associated and used to identify a particular user;

▪When you register this application account, the personal registration information you provide

according to the requirements of this application;

▪When you take or edit your ID photo, in order to provide you with corresponding services, we

may need you to open the following terminal system permissions:

(1) Camera authority, mainly using the camera to shoot and make certificate photos;

(2) Photo library permission, which mainly uses photo library to read and save photos;

If you refuse to open any of the above permissions, you will only be unable to realize the

corresponding functions. You can continue to use other functions of the application.

▪ In order to ensure that users can make ID photos normally, the software will collect the facial

features data of the faces in the photos (selected from the album, or after the photo is taken).

When you take or edit ID photos, you will use face information, which is mainly used to identify

the position of the face and facial features on the photo, and provide image processing operations

such as portrait editing and matting based on these positions. These facial information data will

only be used on your device and will not be collected and stored by us.

▪ When you use the beauty function, you will use the face information to perform face-related

operations, such as adjusting the parameters of whitening, face-lifting, and big eyes:

Whitening: refers to adjusting the black and white level of the foreground in the photo

Thin face: refers to adjusting the width of the face in the photo

Big Eyes: Refers to adjusting the size of the eyes in the photo

This feature only provides portrait beautification services to make photos beautify. We will not

extract and identify other information and will not use it for other purposes.

▪ Purpose of information collection:

(1) It is used for the user to use the face to make various types of ID photos of one person or

two persons;

(2) If the user chooses to deselect the photos in the album, or cancel the shooting, this information



will not be collected;

(3) After selecting the photo, the software uses the facial features of the face in the photo to

distinguish the contour of the face from the background color, which is convenient for the user

to select the background color required for the ID photo;

(4) After selecting a photo, perform face-related operations (whitening, face-lifting, and big

eyes), so that the photo has a certain beautification effect, which satisfies the user for beautifying

the photo;

(5) If the user only keeps the ID photo in the app and the system album after completing the

creation of the ID photo, the user can choose to delete the saved ID photo;

(6) After the user deletes the app, the ID photos saved in the app will also be deleted.

3. Your rights

In accordance with the relevant laws, regulations and standards of China and the common practices

of other countries and regions, we guarantee that you exercise the following rights to your personal

information:

▪If you want to revoke your authorization, you can revoke it by changing the application permission

in the device settings.

▪You can view all the contents of this Privacy Policy in "my - about us - Privacy Policy" in

the software

4. Use and disclosure of personal information

The app will not provide, sell, rent, share or trade your personal information to any irrelevant

third party, unless you have obtained your permission in advance, or the third party and the app

provide services for you alone or jointly, and after the end of the service, it will be prohibited

from accessing, including all these materials it can access before. This application also does

not allow any third party to collect, edit, sell or disseminate your personal information free of

charge by any means. If any user of the application platform engages in the above activities,

once found, the application has the right to immediately terminate the service agreement with

the user.

For the purpose of serving users, the app may provide you with information you are interested

in by using your personal information, including but not limited to sending you product and service

information, or sharing information with app partners so that they can send you information about

their products and services (the latter requires your prior consent).

Under the following circumstances, this application will disclose your personal information in whole

or in part according to your personal wishes or legal provisions:

▪Disclose to a third party with your prior consent;

▪In order to provide the products and services you require, you must share your personal information

with a third party;

▪Disclose to a third party or an administrative or judicial organ in accordance with the relevant

provisions of the law or the requirements of the administrative or judicial organ;

▪If you violate relevant Chinese laws and regulations or this application service agreement or relevant

rules, you need to disclose it to a third party;

▪Other disclosures deemed appropriate by the application in accordance with laws, regulations

or website policies.

5. Personal information storage and exchange

The face recognition technology adopts Baidu's body key point technology and Ali's portrait



segmentation technology. We take all reasonable and feasible measures to ensure that no irrelevant

personal information is collected, and the collected information and data will be stored in this

application and (or) on the servers of its affiliated companies, security reinforcement is carried

out by a dedicated security team (including sensitive information reporting, encrypted storage and

regular clearing, etc.), and the highest access authority is set, promising not to leak users’ private

data to other third parties. Three-party sharing, we attach great importance to users' privacy

data.

We will take all reasonably practicable steps to ensure that irrelevant personal information is not

collected. We promise to keep your personal information stored for as long as is required by

law or reasonably necessary to achieve product functions and services. We store user information

according to the duration of business needs and relevant national laws and regulations. After the

necessary period, we will delete or anonymize your personal information, except when laws and

regulations stipulate that it cannot be deleted or cannot be anonymized.

6. How do we protect your personal information

We have used industry-standard security safeguards to protect the personal information you provide

against unauthorized access, public disclosure, use, modification, damage or loss. We will take

all reasonably practicable steps to protect your personal information. We will take all reasonably

practicable steps to ensure that irrelevant personal information is not collected. For example: we

will use network security layer software (SSL) for encrypted transmission and encrypted storage

of information; we will deploy access control mechanisms to ensure that only authorized personnel

can access personal information; and we will hold security and privacy protection training courses

to strengthen employees Awareness of the importance of protecting personal information.

The internet environment is not 100% secure and we will do our best to ensure or guarantee the

security of any information you send us.

In the event of an unfortunate personal information security incident, we will promptly inform

you in accordance with the requirements of laws and regulations: the basic situation and possible

impact of the security incident, the disposal measures we have taken or will take, and the measures

you can take to prevent and reduce risks on your own. Recommendations, remedies for you,

etc. We will promptly notify you of the relevant information of the event by email, telephone,

push notification, etc. When it is difficult to inform the subject of personal information one by

one, we will publish an announcement in a reasonable and effective way. At the same time,

we will also proactively report the handling of personal information security incidents in accordance

with the requirements of regulatory authorities.

7. How do we use cookies and similar technologies

To ensure the normal operation of the website, we will store a small data file named cookie

on your computer or mobile device. Cookies usually contain identifiers, site names, and numbers

and characters. With cookies, websites can store your preference data. We will not use cookies

for any purpose other than those stated in this policy. You can manage or delete cookies according

to your preferences.

8. How to contact us

If you have any questions, comments, suggestions or complaints about this policy or service content,

you can contact us through the following ways:

please send email: HooCelestial@hotmail.com


